





Q: Let's start with Blue Waters; tell me about your role in that. 
A: I have several roles in Blue Waters. I am one of the co-Pis so 
I'm involved in monitoring the project and participating in 
various ways in what we're doing and what we need to do, with 
particular focus on the software. I'm also supervising a couple 
of projects that are Looking at pieces that will contribute to 
that. One project I'm Leading is porting Libraries that either 
some of the PRAC-approved applications use or, in a couple 
of cases, Libraries that we expect applications to need. PRAC 
is the National Science Foundation's Petascale Computing 
Resource Allocation program. 
0: How long does it take to develop a library? 
A: Well, it depends on how much you need to do. If what you want 
to do is just port and see what trouble you have, that doesn't 
really take very Long. If you really want to tune the Library to 
make good use of the hardware, then that can take months. 
We also are Looking at I/0 Libraries. At Large scale, approaches 
that work on a thousand nodes, such as having every processor 
write out its own file, is not a good way to use the I/0 system 
when you have 10,000 nodes and hundreds of thousands 
of cores. It's also not a good way to do your analysis, with 
hundreds of thousands of files-some applications have each 
process write out one file per variable, and now we're talking 
about hundreds of billions of files; there are better ways. 
There's no real reason to do it that way other than in the past 
most I/0 systems were not that capable of doing better, and 
if you only had a few hundred or a few thousand files you 
could get away with doing your I/0 that way. There are I/0 
Libraries that are up to the task of providing the application 
developers with workable alternatives. That's one component 
of what we try to do-help the applications developers. 
The other project that we're Looking at is support for programming 
models. We Like to provide people with alternatives so they can 
make good use of the system. The most obvious is the hybrid 
programming model that mixes MPI with threads-either 
OpenMP or pthreads. And we'LL also be providing good quality 
parallel Languages that support what's called the partitioned 
global address space (PGAS) programming model. One of these 
is an extension to C called Unified Parallel C or UPC. So that 
you can define, for example, an array that is distributed across 
the parallel machine and easily access any part of that array. If 
this distributed data structure fits your application, it actually 
makes it easier to write different types of codes. Also , because 
it's a Language, the compiler can perform optimizations that a 
Library can't. IBM is doing this with their xlupc compiler and 
they already have some nice results. Of course, we don't expect 
users to rewrite their applications in a new Language, so it will 
be possible to mix programming models in a single application. 
For example, you can write a module in UPC and Link it with 
your MPI program. We'd Like to see applications consider some 
performance-critical piece of code that would be suitable for 
UPC and try it out, Linking with their MPI-based application. 
Q: Is that something new and novel? It sounds like something 
not commonly done. 
A: It's not commonly done. UPC has been around for quite a while, 
there are some users, there's a book on it, there are a number 
of groups that have built compilers and so forth, and it's been 
used on other supercomputers, but it hasn't really become 
mainstream . And I'm not sure it will become mainstream, but we 
want to make it easier and more feasible for groups to experiment 
with it and see if it will help solve some of their problems. 
I wouldn't say that this is the first time support for 
UPC is available, but I would say this is the first time 
any supercomputing center has made it a goal that UPC 
would be available and interoperable with other parallel 
programming models, including MPI. We can use it to 
help better understand how we can move past the current 
MPI barrier in a way that meets the needs of applications. 
I'd be the first one to say that it is relatively easy to define 
a new programming model that is exactly what you need for 
your application. The reason that MPI has been so successful 
is that the MPI programming model has been what almost 
everyone has needed to do their science. It is harder than 
people sometimes think to create a programming model that 
is applicable to everyone. By making it possible for people to 
experiment with other approaches without having to start over, 
we're probably going to give them programming alternatives 
that emphasize parallelism. We're going to give everyone, not 
just developers, a programming model better suited to where 
we go next. 
Q: As we go forward with exascale, the codes are going to have 
to change, aren't they? 
A: Yes, an exascale system is going to have far more concurrency 
than the petascale systems. We're looking at 300,000 cores at 
least for a sustained petascale system. At exascale you're more 
likely to be looking at tens of millions of threads of concurrency, 
and you're going to have to manage those in some way. And 
you are reaching scalability problems. If you think about the 
fact that messages between different parts of the machine will 
take different amounts of time to arrive because nodes are not 
the same distance apart, you start ending up with variations 
in timing that at a thousand nodes are really irrelevant but 
at a million nodes can become very important. And in the 
typical MPI model, programs assume that they have control of 
all cores all the time, and that each phase of the computation 
and communication will take the same amount of time. 
But with exascale you start having a more dynamic response to 
when things get scheduled, when things get done. You can do 
that in MPI but it is not as easy, and there is no reason to still 
have to do that programming. So we need to start looking for 
models that will help us forge that track without sacrificing some 
of the things that MPI has given us in the ability to in fact 
express-the algorithms, providing information on performance-
critical issues like data locality and so forth. So that we can 
gain more experience on how we put these things together. 
I think we will see more hybrid models of programming so 
that we don't use one model everywhere. Many programmers 
don't like the hybrid programming model because it is hard 
to use. But the reason that the hybrid model is hard to use 
is that the parts have not been designed to fit well together. 
So the real problem is not that it is a hybrid model, the 
problem is that it is not a well-designed hybrid model. 
An exascale system is likely to be hybrid hardware, partly 
because an exascale system will have to be maybe two orders 
of magnitude more power efficient than Blue Waters-and Blue 
Waters is pretty power efficient. To do that, we are not going 
to be able afford general-purpose cores. We might be able to 
have lower-powered general-purpose cores, but then we have 
to have even greater concurrency because that's your tradeoff. 
So what I think we will see is that the exascale system is likely to 
have heterogeneous hardware because it will be hardware that is 
specialized for say, control flow, hardware that is specialized for 
streams of data, hardware that is specialized for vector operations 
that are different than what you get with streams; there might 
be hardware that is specialized for minimizing data motion. 
And you'll have to program all these things. And all that sounds 
pretty frightening, but to do it having a uniform programming 
model that hides everything from the user won't work. So what 
will work, then, is a programming model that tries to minimize 
the programmer's pain and makes it as easy as possible for the 
programmer to work with the different hardware components. 
I think that is not as bad as some people might think. And we 
have some beginning experience with this with the work that is 
going on here and elsewhere on the use of GPUs. I don't expect 
an exascale system to have GPUs attached to nodes like the 
current systems, but I wouldn't be surprised if the features of 
GPUs don't become part of what is inside an exascale processor 
chip. It won't be an extra chip on the side, it will be within the 
processor chip. The software and the tools that we're starting 
to develop will help us understand what we need to know to 
use that part of an exascale system. 
Q: What are some other things that we're doing here at NCSA 
and the University of Illinois that go along with this? 
A: There's a lot that is going on. There's fundamental work in 
computer architecture for the hardware that's going on 
between the computer science and electrical and computer 
engineering departments. There's work with programming 
models, there's work with tools to help you understand the 
performance that you're getting. One of the other problems 
to date has been that to a large extent a lot of the software 
work has been an art rather than engineering. In many 
applications, there is a trial and error approach to improving 
performance. So one of the things we are doing as part of 
the Blue Waters project and in these departments is trying to 
develop a better understanding of performance, better tools 
for modeling the performance of applications, better tools for 
applying the transformations needed to improve performance. 
With any aspect of engineering there is always an art to 
it, but it needs to be more systematic, more quantitative. 
And so with the Blue Waters project we have several groups 
helping to develop analytic models of their applications' 
performance, which can help guide us and identify where the 
biggest gap is between the performance you should be getting 
and the performance you are getting. There are other efforts 
that are looking at tools that could be applied across the 
whole application so if, for example, you want to change a data 
structure, you can change it everywhere in your application. 
Such changes are something that computers are good at. And 
Wen-mei Hwu, another co-PI and GPU expert, is developing 
tools for using GPUs so you can use analytic models and 
understand how a code should perform. It also helps identify 
where there are greater bottlenecks and that affects things and 
how you may design the code. And their tools will become ever 
more important as the architecture becomes more complex and 
more specialized. 
Q: Some people say that by the time the Blue Waters operations 
end in 2016, we'll be ready for exascale, others that we'll 
be working with petascale for a very long time. Do you want 
to gaze into your crystal ball and say when we might be 
moving on? 
A: When operation of Blue Waters reaches its predicted end, we 
won't be at exascale. Exascale is roughly 100 times faster than 
Blue Waters, and I just don't think we'll be there. Certainly 
not with the kind of architecture that we're looking at now. 
I think that exascale is possible. There's a lot to do in 
terms of hardware research and software research. But I 
think we will go through another turn of an intermediate 
system, probably around 2015-2016, that might be a 
100 petaflop. There are people who would like to see an 
exascale system by 2018. That's very aggressive. It is 
doable, but you'll have to sacrifice either cost or power. 
Sometimes I think Blue Waters may be the last homogeneous 
general purpose processor system, because to get much past 
this without more power and without a lot more money you 
are going to have to give up something. You might give up 
the homogeneous parts and that would allow you to put a lot 
more computational power into the same footprint and the 
same power envelope, but it would be essentially like having 
a new edition, a new system. But that is going to require the 
right software tools. At exascale there is a risk of spending all 
of your energy moving data, not actually doing computations 
with it. And that will require building algorithms that are very 
limited in the data they would move, much more so than we 
do now. 
Q: How does IACAT play into some of the things we're doing 
here at Illinois? 
A: The Institute for Advanced Computing Applications and Tech-
nologies provides a way to connect NCSA staff with the rest 
of campus, looking at some of these questions. We have a 
couple of projects that are looking in general at advanced 
computing-not all of them are looking at exascale-but three 
of them that are looking at the petascale to exascale issues. 
One of those is looking at use of computers in applications. 
So that brings the knowledge here, and the access and the 
expertise in the applications, to the work that's being done 
in GPU systems, so those tools can actually be applied to real 
applications in petascale situations. There's another project 
that is doing similar things, but within a different programming 
model, that provides a more dynamic approach to the use of 
several of these processors to address the problems of systems 
that evolve over time. And again, working with real applications 
as compared to working with benchmarking and testing codes. 
And there's a third project that is looking more at algorithms 
with a focus on multiscale problems. To get to exascale or to get 
to trans-petascale then they'll need to re-think the algorithms. 
We need different algorithms, not for the code problems, but 
for the problems we'll put on an exascale system. And those 
problems tend to have many components and parts. 
Q: We're taking about extreme-scale machines, but not 
everybody has an extreme-scale type of problem to solve. For 
those researchers who need computational power to solve 
their problems, but are not Blue Waters or extreme-scale 
users, what sort of computing resources will be available in 
the future for them? 
A: Well, even though they won't be using exascale they'll benefit 
from solving the power problem for it. The processing cores 
are not going to get much faster, so the only way you make a 
processor faster is if you provide more parallelism on it. Your 
laptop, in a couple of years, might have 32, 64, or even 128 
processor cores on it. Doubling will be the only way to get 
more computational power. And even now I think all laptops 
have at least two cores, so everybody has to deal with parallel 
processing. A lot of the techniques that we are developing make 
use of different levels of parallelism. And when you are looking 
at parallelism on Blue Waters, it's not equal threads; there is a 
hierarchy to the parallelism. So we have to understand how to 
make use of the eight cores on each chip and the 32 cores on 
each module. All that work will, in a few years time, be of good 
use in your laptop. 
Q: So we'll all benefit from Blue Waters. 
A: We'll all benefit from a better understanding of how to make 
good use of specific levels of parallelism. Just the very top 
level of parallelism atop the whole thing is something that 
only people who have the most demanding problems will have 
to worry about. But the tools that we're developing will help 
the whole software stack. Sometimes when looking at the big 
picture it gives you a better way to understand how to solve 
individual pieces. 0 
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Sound becomes an electrical signal in hair cells of the inner ear. 
These cells are sensitive mechanoreceptors that are moved by 
sound, stretching fine filaments called "tip Links" to pull open ion 
channels and generate electrical signals that are sent to the brain. 
The tip Link is made of two non-classical cadherin molecules, 
cadherin-23 and protocadherin-15, which are defective in some 
forms of hereditary deafness. 
A team Led by Rachelle Gaudet and David P. Corey used X-ray 
crystallography to determine the molecular structure of cadherin-
23's tip, with and without a mutation causing deafness. Yet, 
static images of the protein provided Little information about 
its function in hearing mechanics, so the team decided to test 
cadherin-23's elasticity using molecular dynamics simulations 
on TeraGrid systems at NCSA and the Texas Advanced Computing 
Center (TACC). 
The protein structures were modeled in water boxes to mimic their 
biological environment; the simulation systems encompassed up 
to 355,000 atoms. Using the NAMD software developed by the 
Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the team performed hundreds 
of molecular dynamics simulations using the Ranger system at 
TACC and the Abe cluster at NCSA. The powerful machines and 
Large number of processors available allowed them to test the 
elasticity of cadherin-23's tip in multiple near-physiological 
conditions. Analysis of more than 5 terabytes of data generated 
by the simulations revealed an essential role for calcium ions in 
the mechanics of cadherin-23. 
The protein was found to be stiff in the presence of calcium, 
but weak when calcium was not bound to it. A deafness-causing 
mutation was found to alter calcium binding to the cadherin-23 
protein, thus reducing its mechanical strength and possibly 
making tip Links prone to rupture, thereby impairing sound 
perception. The simulations performed at TeraGrid facilities 
allowed the team to get insights about the role of calcium ions 
and cadherin-23 mechanics in hearing and deafness that cannot 
be obtained with any other technique, and provided predictions 
that can be experimentally tested. 
Project at a glance 
David P. Corey 
Rachelle Gaudet 
Marcos Sotomayor 
Wilhelm A. Weihofen 
www.ncsa.illinois.edu/News/Stories/deaf 
Left to right: Rachelle Gaudet, David Corey, Marcos Sotomayor, 
Wilhelm Weihofen. (Photo by Josh Touster) 
"The outstanding resources and support provided by the TeraGrid 
were essential to our work," says Marcos Sotomayor, a member of 
the research team at Harvard Medical School. "We were particularly 
happy with Ranger and Abe, as we were able to use NAMD on both 
machines extensively and smoothly. We also benefited from NCSA's 
Unitree storage system, which was essential for us as we were able 
to recover all our data when one of our Local disks failed. " 0 
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II Having access to NCSA kept my projects alive! II 
A LTHOUGH VARIATIONS OF the gratefulness theme are frequently 
expressed when researchers share information about their work 
conducted using NCSA resources, Mihaela Bojin's appreciation goes 
a little deeper than most. Without access to free supercomputing 
clusters, she most likely would have abandoned her amino acid 
research for several years. 
Like many young researchers, a few years ago Bojin faced an im-
portant decision: how to balance a research career's demands with 
those of a young family. Her post-doctoral research position was 
coming to a close and she had a toddler. She wasn't sure the rigors 
of academic research to build a career at a major university would 
afford her the amount of time she wanted to spend with her child, 
even with the assistance of a supportive and helpful husband. She 
opted instead for an assistant professor position in the chemistry 
department at Queensborough Community College (QCC) in Bay-
side, New York, part of the City University of New York system. 
Queensborough in general-and the chemistry department in par-
ticular-has a research focus not typically found at community 
colleges. The chemistry department even boasts a new laboratory 
devoted solely to faculty/student research projects. But as is the 
case with so many colleges and universities, QCC lacks research 
compute power. For a computational scientist like Bojin, this is an 
obstacle. Enter NCSA. 
Exposing undergraduates 
Bojin joined Queensborough in 2007, knowing she wanted to ex-
pose her students to computational science. In fact, she start-
ed training students her very first semester as a professor, even 
though she had no funds. 
"I had them read articles and we would discuss what is computa-
tional chemistry in very general terms. And luckily it crossed my 
mind," says Bojin, "that I used to have a grant from NCSA when I 
was a post-doc a few years before I joined here, and I remembered 
that it was fairly easy to get a grant. I thought, 'I need to apply 
for that to get my project started: So I applied for a grant and I got 
it very fast. And then we actually got to run calculations and try 
our ideas, to try them out on the clusters. So for me, the program 
has been super essential. I don't know how I can be more grateful 
for it. It has literally been my start-up funding." 
Bojin and her undergraduate team of two students are using NCSA's 
Abe and Cobalt clusters. Her teams have also run on the now-
retired Tungsten. They are exploring hydrogen bonding in amino 
acids, specifically what happens to those bonds when the acidity 
or basicity of the environment changes. Think of a protein as being 
a Lego, she says. Amino acids are just the little building blocks in 
the Lego. 
"I am looking at each of these small pieces to see how many forms 
they can take, because each of them is actually very flexible," she 
explains. "So they can move and they can form distinct conforma-
tions." 
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On the Left is the most stable conformer of 
uncharged serine (Ser), in gas phase (structure 
retained in water), and on the right its zwitterionic 
form, in water (not Located in gas phase). 
When you change the acidity of the medium of the amino acid, how 
does its internal bonding change? How influenced are they by the 
medium? These are questions Bojin hopes to answer. 
The fundamental question 
"Amino acids are part of proteins, and proteins are part of our 
body. So it is very important to know how proteins work to figure 
out how healthy we are," says Bojin. "We are thinking that if we go 
to the smallest part of the protein, these amino acids, then maybe 
we can expand our knowledge to the bigger proteins. How proteins 
are changed when the acidity of the medium changes. It has been 
proved that slight changes in the medium in the protein can Lead 
to mutations, and mutations can Lead to, for example, cancers and 
all kinds of diseases. So it is important to know about all of these 
changes, then you can Learn maybe how to prevent them or how to 
treat something Like this. 
"That is very far from our actual research. Our research is more on 
the fundamental Level. The ultimate Long-term goal is to correlate 
these changes in acidity for the small amino acids with what hap-
pens in an actual protein." 
Amino acids' intra- and intermolecular interactions are signifi-
cantly influenced by surrounding residues and the pH of their 
environments. Hydrogen bonds, in particular, control folding in 
secondary and tertiary structures in proteins and significantly 
affect enzymatic activity, Bojin explains. By employing density 
functional methods her team calculated different conformations of 
asparagine, arginine, glutamic acid, serine, and threonine in their 
neutral (no charges), zwitterionic, acidic (protonated), and basic 
( deprotonated) forms, in gaseous and aqueous media. They found 
that changes in acidity critically influenced and Limited hydrogen 
bonding patterns, and thus the stability of the resulting conform-
ers. The team is currently working on glutamine, aspartic acid, 
histidine, and dipeptidic conformers. 
Bojin presented her research at the fall national meeting of the 
American Chemical Society (ACS) in both 2008 and 2009. Four 
undergraduate students also gave presentations at each meet-
ing, and two more will participate the 240th ACS meeting in 
Boston in August. Bojin's students also presented their work at the 
ACS Mid-Atlantic Regional Meeting in 2008 and 2010, and at the 
Collegiate Science & Technology Entry Program (CSTEP) meeting in 
2009 and 2010. At the Latter her student Daniel Sangobanwo won 
first prize in the poster competition. In addition, her students give 
presentations every year at honors conferences and undergraduate 
research symposia of the ACS-New York section. 
Nurturing researchers 
At a time when the science community is stressed to include com-
putational science in a traditional four-year undergraduate col-
Lege science education, where it is so difficult just to get students 
through the basics, Bojin's introduction of computational science 
to her community college students is a bit remarkable. And al-
though it requires a significant time investment on her part, it 
also meets her need to keep active in research. The computational 
science she teaches complements what she does for own research. 
"Before I came to Queensborough I was doing only research, and it 
would have been very bad if I had been disconnected completely 
from research work," she says. 
Bojin says overall the students she teaches at QCC "Lack a Lot of the 
background, you know, not just for physical chemistry but back-
ground in chemistry and math and physics." She tries to give them 
the main idea about computational chemistry. And those who are 
interested she works with one on one. 
"We don't have enough students whose interest is that sustained 
to try and do computational modeling with a larger, class-sized 
group. In fall 2008 I had regular meetings with four students who 
were interested, but at the end of the semester I ended up with 
only two of them who wanted to do research. It was kind of disap-
pointing." 
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She says she has since found that only two research students at a 
time is better as she has a heavy teaching load. Once her students 
have a grasp of the method she then begins having them use the 
NCSA computers. 
"I try to encourage them by giving students projects that are not 
very advanced in terms of the chemistry that they are using, pretty 
much molecule projects, things that they can quickly understand. 
We usually just run things in Gaussian so it is not very fancy," she 
says. "Then we have little workshops on using the program, and 
they start on their own making files and running them. They look 
together at the output. It's a process, so it takes a little while 
until they get things done," she says. 
Bojin says her all her computational students have been motivated 
by the desire to move on to a good four-year school. They knew 
that doing research was something that was not only interesting 
but would give them an edge toward that goal. 
"And they love computational chemistry because they have more 
freedom than they have if they work in the lab," she laughs. "In 
the lab you have more time constraints whereas if you work on the 
computer you can be on your own and still do work and finish up 
your project on Sunday night if you want. You can still do some-
thing if you are not here. If they have to travel in the winter break 
or the summer break, at least they can still do something because 
they have their laptops." 
The Oueensborough chemistry department is active in terms of re-
search, notes Bojin. In addition to faculty and student research 
projects, faculty take students every year to undergraduate re-
search meetings, to regional ACS meetings, and once a year to an 
ACS national meeting. It is easy for students to have a poster or an 
oral presentation for that kind of motivator, she says. And it gives 
them a deadline for their project. 
Publication in the works 
Bojin says when working with undergraduate students work pro-
gresses more slowly, and there is not as much progress as needed 
to have a publication. 
"We've studied five amino acids as thoroughly as we could and 
now, if we put them together, we could make a case. And hopefully 
a case that works. The work still needs to be finished up. I hope 
this summer I can get a manuscript draft completed. We are not 
the first ones to come up with the idea of studying these things. 
What we are probably the first ones to do, we are the first ones to 
systematically study every system, to study every case. Even in pre-
vious articles, researchers have studied little bits of each of these 
systems, but they haven't been put all together. If we look at these 
five cases we have a little story we can tell about the variations 
in rigidity of the systems and how they change when you immerse 
them in solvent. It comes out as a more round story than it was 
even half a year ago." 
While work with these amino acids is nearing completion, she 
is working on two more projects with other students. None of it 
would be possible, she says, without NCSA. 
"Given the limited time I have, I don't get a chance to run many 
calculations so the startup allocation limits are perfect for me. My 
runs are very little compared to a proper research group where you 
have things going every day. In my case, my students have some-
thing once or twice a week." 
But that is more than enough time to inspire them with computa-
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Quant m mechanics 
reveals new details of 
deep earth 
Scientists use NCSA and other TeraGrid resources to reveal that the most common mineral 
on Earth is relatively uncommon deep within the planet. 
by Pam Frost Gorder 
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S CIENTISTS HAVE USED quantum mechanics to reveal that the most 
common mineral on Earth is relatively uncommon deep within the planet. 
Using NCSA's Abe and Cobalt supercomputers, along with LONI's QueenBee, 
TACC's Ranger and · Lonestar, and machines at the Ohio Supercomputer 
Center, NCAR, NERSC, and the Computational Center for Nanotechnology 
Innovations, a team of physicists Led by Ohio State University has been able 
to simulate the behavior of silica in a high-temperature, high-pressure form 
that is particularly difficult to study firsthand in the Lab. 
The resulting discovery-reported in the online edition of the Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS)-could eventually benefit science 
and industry alike. Silica makes up two-thirds of the Earth's crust, and we 
use it to form products ranging from glass and ceramics to computer chips 
and fiber optic cables. 
"Silica is all around us," says Ohio State doctoral student Kevin Driver, who Led 
this project for his doctoral thesis. "But we still don't understand everything 
about it. A better understanding of silica on a quantum-mechanical Level 
would be usefu l to earth science, and potentially to industry as well." 
Silica takes many different forms at different temperatures and pressures 
-not all of which are easy to study, says Driver. "As you might imagine, 
experiments performed at pressures near those of Earth 's core can be very 
challenging. By using high ly accurate quantum mechanical simulations, we 
can offer reliable insight that goes beyond the scope of the Laboratory. We 
used the equivalent of 6 million CPU hours or more to model four different 
states of silica." 
Over the past century, seismology and high-pressure laboratory experi-
ments have revealed a great deal about the general structure and 
composition of the earth. For example, such work has shown that 
the planet's interior structure exists in three Layers called the crust, 
mantle, and core. The outer two layers-the mantle and the crust-are 
largely made up of silicates, minerals containing silicon and oxygen. 
Still, the detailed structure and composition of the deepest parts of the 
mantle remain unclear. These details are important for geodynamical 
modeling , which may one day predict complex geological processes such 
as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Even the role that the simplest 
silicate-silica-plays in Earth's mantle is not well understood. 
"Say you're standing on a beach , Looking out over the ocean. The sand under 
your feet is made of quartz, a form of silica containing one silicon atom 
surrounded by four oxygen atoms. But in millions of years, as the oceanic 
plate below becomes subducted and sinks beneath the Earth's crust, the 
structure of the silica changes dramatically," Driver says. 
As pressure increases with depth, the silica molecules crowd closer together, 
and the silicon atoms start coming into contact with oxygen atoms from 
neighboring molecules. Several structural transitions occur, with low-
pressure forms surrounded by four oxygen atoms and higher-pressure forms 
surrounded by six. With even more pressure, the structure collapses into a 
very dense form of the minera l, which scientists call alpha-lead oxide. It's 
this form of silica that likely resides deep within the earth, in the Lower 
part of the mantle, just above the planet's core, Driver says. When scientists 
try to interpret seismic signals from that depth, they have no direct way of 
knowing what form of silica they are dealing with . So they must simulate the 
behavior of different forms on a computer and then compare the results to 
the seismic data. The simulations rely on quantum mechanics. 
In PNAS, Driver, his advisor John Wilkins, and their coauthors describe how 
they used a quantum mechanical method to design computer algorithms 
that would simulate the silica structures. When they did, they found that 
the behavior of the dense, alpha-lead oxide form of silica did not match up 
with any global seismic signal detected in the Lower mantle. 
This result indicates that the Lower mantle is relatively devoid of silica, 
except perhaps in localized areas where oceanic plates have subducted, 
Driver explaines. 
Wilkins, Ohio Eminent Scholar and professor of physics at Ohio State, cites 
Driver's determination and resourcefulness in making this study happen. 
The physicists used a method called quantum Monte Carlo (QMC), which 
was developed during atomic bomb research in World War II. To earn his 
doctorate, Driver worked to show that the method could be applied to 
studying minerals in the planet's deep interior. 
"This work demonstrates both the superb contributions a single graduate 
student can make, and that the quantum Monte Carlo method can compute 
nearly every property of a mineral over a wide range of pressure and 
temperatures," Wilkins says. 
Coauthors on the PNAS paper included Ronald Cohen of the Carnegie 
Institution of Washington; Zhigang Wu of the Colorado School of Mines; 
Burkhard Militzer of the University of California, Berkeley; and Pablo Lopez 
Rios, Michael Towler, and Richard Needs of the University of Cambridge. 
Driver notes that the study will "stimulate a broader use of quantum Monte 
Carlo worldwide to address vital problems." While these algorithms have 
been around for over half a century, applying them to silica was impossible 
until recently, he says. The calculations were simply too Labor-intensive. 
Even today, with the advent of more powerful supercomputers and fast 
algorithms that require Less computer memory, the calculations still required 
using a number of the Largest supercomputers in the country. 
Driver and his colleagues expect that quantum Monte Carlo will be used 
more often in materials science in the future, as the next generation of 
computers goes online. 0 
This story is adapted from an article that was first published in Research News 
at The Ohio State University. 
Project at a glance 
TYPICALLY, LOCAL CLINICS send reports of illnesses and symptoms to state 
and national organizations like the Centers for Disease Control. With this 
method, "the local people who are collecting the data often don't see the 
results until it is too late to take any action," says Ian Brooks, creator of 
INDICATOR and director of the Health Sciences Group at NCSA. INDICATOR is 
an open-source biosurveillance program that analyzes data of local reported 
illnesses and school absences to detect unusual numbers. 
"Although there are existing systems that collect information on infectious 
diseases, they tend to be top down," Brooks says. 
That is why INDICATOR is driven by the local community. It operates from the 
local-out rather than the standard regional-down approach. This ensures a 
quicker response time, Brooks says. 
It works by collecting data from area schools, hospitals, and clinics. When 
unusual patterns are detected, the system alerts monitors. This method 
stresses surveillance to better understand how pandemic diseases can spread 
and be controlled. 
"What we want to do with INDICATOR, because we have computational 
capability behind it, is be able to link up the surveillance with modeling," 
Brooks says. 
When surveillance and modeling are combined, responses can be planned 
using actual data as a guide rather than using models alone. 
Wendy Edwards is a research programmer at NCSA and member of the 
Health Science Group. She and Brooks wanted to design INDICATOR so that 
communities could not only detect disease outbreaks, but also develop 
possible strategies to address them. Linking surveillance with modeling 
"would allow practitioners and healthcare providers to decide the best 
approach at dealing with a disease outbreak," she says. 
INDICATOR combines both traditional and syndromic surveillance and uses 
what its creators call a "cyberenvironment," a system that allows users 
access to a set of tools that are designed around a specific discipline. The 
goal is to help researchers design their own workflow and specify the data 
and algorithms they prefer, Edwards says. 
INDICATOR also analyzes data from effectively any kind of source. While other 
systems require preconceived formats that users input, Brooks and Edwards 
have written scripts that allow INDICATOR to automatically parse any kind 
of data format and retrieve the information the team wants. They hope this 
will encourage more organizations to use the program. 
"We want to make it easy for them to work with us," Edwards says. 
When local schools, hospitals, and the public health district send data, 
the analysis algorithm WSARE checks for unusual events. If it detects 
unusual and meaningful patterns, it sends an alert to the INDICATOR team 
members and to the public health district. The health district then plans 
accordingly. 
When the H1N1 virus reached Champaign, INDICATOR helped the public 
health district to better keep track of the number of students absent from 
schools. With a shortage of vaccinations, the system alerts helped the 
organization plan for the prioritized distribution of the vaccines. Seeing 
the number of student absences, the agency revised its distribution 
strategy to address the apparent increase in outbreak among school 
children, says Awais Vaid, the epidemiologist for the Champaign-Urbana 
Public Health District. 
"Our goal is that by the time all the data sources start coming in and are 
analyzed well, it will buy us at least a few days of time before the actual 
outbreak hits the community," Vaid says. "This system will give us some 
time to alert community providers to prepare ourselves for something 
abnormal so that we can plan and respond better." 
Once INDICATOR starts to receive heavier amounts of data, the group 
members hope to run the system on supercomputers. 
"When we start getting enough data to justify it, we definitely want to add 
high-performance computing capabilities to this," Edwards says. 
Other plans for IDICATOR include making the system nationally available, 
Brooks says. And given the close relationship between the spread of 
human diseases and outbreaks in animal disease, someday INDICATOR will 
be able to track data from local veterinarians and the University of Illinois 
College of Veterinarian Medicine, Brooks says. The system's data could also 
be used for research. 
"One of the things you realize quickly when you start working, particularly 
in the public health area, is that the data you are collecting to make 
operational decisions is the same data you want to use for research," 
Brooks says. "It doesn't have to be collected twice." 0 
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Simulations of Nanoscale 
Biomolecular Systems 
Aleksei Aksimentiev, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign 
Nanoscale pores formed in silicon-based materials can be powerful tools 
for assaying single molecules of DNA, a process with numerous applica-
tions in biotechnology and medicine. Professor Aleksei Aksimentiev of 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign uses millions of hours of 
computing time on TeraGrid resources to explore the physics and biology 
of DNA systems and further his research into utilizing nanopores for DNA 
sequence detection. His work is part of the race to develop technology 
and methods to drive the cost of decoding a human genome down to as 
Little as $1,000 by the end of 2013. 
Through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, Aksimentiev and 
graduate student Jeffrey Comer showed that DNA could pass through 
such nanoscale pores in different ways depending on the diameter of 
the pores. Furthermore, experimentalists observed both Large increases 
and Large decreases in the current of ions through the pores due to the 
presence of DNA. The team's simulations elucidated how different posi-
tionings of the DNA inside the pore could Lead to such Large increases 
and decreases of the current. 
Studying J Couplings 
Bradley Chmelka, University of California, 
Santa Barbara 
The research team of Bradley Chmelka is motivated by the need to 
understand at a molecular Level the fabrication and functions of new 
catalysts, adsorbents, porous ceramics, and heterogeneous polymers, 
technologically important materials Linked by their crucial dependencies 
on Local order/disorder, which often govern macroscopic process or device 
performance. The team is observing many common molecular features 
among these diverse systems, which provide new insights for materials 
chemistry and engineering. 
Using NCSA's Cobalt, two-bond scalar 2J(29Si-0-29Si) spin-spin couplings 
between 29Si atoms connected via bridging oxygen atoms in complicated 
nanoporous zeolite frameworks were calculated with high accuracies by 
density functional theory (DFT) and compared against experimentally 
measured values obtained from state-of-the-art two-dimensional 29Sif9Si} 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Such calculations, based 
on single-crystal or powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) structures of siliceous 
zeolites Sigma-2 and ZSM-12 and a surfactant-templated Layered silicate, 
were determined to be extremely sensitive to Local framework structures. 
The calculations were compared against experimentally measured 
couplings obtained with the highest accuracies yet achieved for zeolitic 
solids using state-of-the-art solid-state 2D double-quantum 29Sif9Si} 
NMR. The use of 2J(29Si-0-29Si) couplings to probe, evaluate, and refine 
the Local structures of zeolites and Layered silicates was demonstrated, 
including for frameworks that had previously been unsolved. 
Snapshots from a molecular dynamics simulation of a DNA molecule 
passing through a synthetic nanopore. The double helix of the 
molecule stretches as it passes through the pore's constriction. 
Their findings were based on MD simulations of DNA-nanopore sys-
tems for a total simulation time of more than 900 nanoseconds. Nearly 
half of this simulation time was obtained on the NCSA supercomputers 
Cobalt and Abe; TACC's Ranger was also used. Furthermore, the NCSA 
Mass Storage System continues to house Large MD trajectories produced 
by these simulations. This work was published in Biophysical Journal 
in 2009. 
This work is supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health, the 
National Science Foundation, and the Petroleum Research Fund. 
Different 0-centered clusters extracted from the structure of 
zeolite Sigma-2 (as determined by single-crystal XRD analyses) 
and centered on the 29Si(1)-0-29Si fragment with different bond 
terminations. Si, 0, and H atoms are displayed in blue, red, and 
white, respectively. 
structure-determination or -refinement protocols. J couplings (not 
restricted to 29Si) are expected to be sensitive probes of Local features 
in a broad range of solids with complicated extents of structural 
order, including molecularly ordered polymers, organic crystals, 
biomolecules, and inorganic or hybrid solids. Such Local order (or 
disorder) has important influences on the macroscopic adsorption, 
reaction, mechanical, photophysical, and/or stability properties of 
these materials, which can now be better understood and correlated 
with their structures at a more detailed molecular Level. 
The team's work, in collaboration with Sylvian Cadars (now at 
the Centre National de La Recherche Scientifique in Orleans, France) 
and Darren Brouwer at the National Research Council of Canada, was 
presented at several conferences and has been published in Physical 
Chemistry Chemical Physics in 2009 and submitted to the Journal of 
the American Chemical Society in 2010. 
Such analyses enable new opportunities for the development of 
protocols that integrate new and sensitive J coupling constraints into 
This work is funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, the National Science 
Foundation, and Chevron USA. 
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NCSA a partner in NSF XD TIS award 
NCSA, the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), Pittsburgh Super-
computing Center (PSC), and the National Institute for Computational 
Sciences (NICS) are offering the first dedicated technology insertion 
service for the "new" TeraGrid. They are partners in the National 
Science Foundation's (NSF) eXtreme Digital (XD) Technology Insertion 
Service (TIS) award, an $8.9 million, five-year project commissioned 
by the Office of Cyberinfrastructure (OCI) to evaluate and recommend 
new technologies for high-performance computing systems and other 
resources as part of the NSF TeraGrid and its follow-on initiative, XD. 
Si.nce 2005, these centers have contributed to open science and 
research education by hosting some of the largest HPC resources on the 
TeraGrid and providing expert technical staff. The XD program will be 
replacing the TeraGrid program, which provides management of the NSF 
high-performance computing facilities. The TIS team will be responsible 
for testing and evaluating the software which will become part of the 
fabric of the new XD program. 
In April 2011, NSF OCI will officially transition from TeraGrid to XD. 
The TIS award is part of the phased transition process that is taking 
place now and through April2011. It plays a critical role in XD's overall 
mission to accelerate open scientific discovery and to enable researchers 
to conduct transformational science with next-generation, high-end 
digital services. John Towns of NCSA is the principal investigator on 
the TIS grant. 
In addition to sustaining continuous improvement in XD's 
architecture and services, the TIS team will develop and maintain an 
open, web-accessible database of technology projects for XD sites and 
users. This database will enable new opportunities for collaboration, 
research and development, and outreach. The team will also operate the 
Technology Evaluation Laboratory to ensure that proposed technology 
changes are thoroughly tested before being recommended for insertion 
into the production infrastructure. 
Up-to-date information, including a TeraGrid to XD transition 
schedule and answers to frequently asked questions, can be found at: 
www. teragrid.org/XDTransition. 
Snir named Rock Star of HPC 
Marc Snir was named an HPC Rock Star by 
InsideHPC in June. During his time at IBM, 
Snir contributed to one of the most successful 
bespoke H PC architectures of the past decade, 
the IBM Blue Gene. He was also a major 
participant in the effort to create the most 
successful parallel programming interface ever: 
MPI. 
With a legacy of success in his portfolio, 
he is perhaps busier today than ever as co-PI for the petascale Blue 
Waters system, and co-director of the Intel and Microsoft-funded 
Universal Parallel Computing Research Center (UPCRC). Trained as 
a mathematician, Snir is one of the few individuals today shaping 
both high-end supercomputing and the mass adoption of parallel 
programming. See the article at http:/ jins1dehpc.com 2010/06, 10/ 
rock stars-of-hpc-marc-snn. 
More than 1,000 visit new 
supercomputing facility 
More than 1,000 people visited the University of Illinois' new National 
Petascale Computing Facility July 17, touring the state-of-the-art 
building and learning more about the supercomputers it will house. Next 
year, the building will be home to Blue Waters, a supercomputer capable 
of performing 10 quadrillion calculations every second. Scientists will 
use Blue Waters to better understand a wide range of phenomena, from 
the formation of tornadoes to the complex workings of cells in our 
body. Although the supercomputer is 
still being built and won't be installed 
until next year, IBM provided a sample 
POWER7 node so that visitors could see 
what the new technology will look like. 
Craig, Leetaru receive third 
web tool patent 
NCSA research scientist Alan Craig and colleague Kalev Leetaru have 
received a third patent for high-powered web tools and methods. Craig is 
the associate director for human computer interaction for the Institute 
for Computing in Humanities, Arts, and Social Science (I-CHASS) and a 
researcher at NCSA. Leetaru is a center affiliate. 
Their patent, "Method and System for Retrieving Information 
using an Authentication Web Page," simplifies the process of accessing 
multiple secure web applications. Instead of managing and re-entering 
numerous and ever-changing passwords to log onto each application, 
"you simply browse to a single web page and that takes care of it all," 
Craig says. 
To the password holder, the process is simple. The first time 
the system is used, the user is given an email or link to a special 
authentication page. Behind the scenes, this page points the user's web 
browser to an authentication server and establishes the user's identity. 
The authentication information is then recorded so each time the user 
accesses a secured web application, the browser transparently connects 
to the authentication server, retrieves the latest access privileges for 
the user on that application , and grants appropriate access. The user 
never takes further authentication-related actions after accessing the 
authentication page. Craig and Leetaru have designed a collection 
of web tools to help everyday web users access advanced web tools 
without needing advanced know-how. 
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1-CHASS gets $300,000 grant 
The Institute for Computing in Humanities, Arts, and Social Science 
(I-CHASS) announced that the project Augmented Reality for Under-
standing Social and Environmental Science has received $300,000 
in funding through an EArly-concept Grants for Exploratory Research 
(EAGER) award from the National Science Foundation's Arctic Social 
Sciences Program. 
Augmented Reality for Understanding Social and Environmental Science 
will explore and develop the use of augmented reality applications on 
mobile computing devices to allow students to participate in simulated 
archeological digs. Augmented reality (AR) is an emerging technology 
that overlays geographically registered three-dimensional computer 
graphics on the real world. Recent improvements in cellular telephone 
technology have enabled the possibility to use a smart phone as an 
interaction device for AR, thus creating a portable AR experience. By 
using the cell phone as a "magic Lens," participants can view the real 
world through the camera on the phone and see the augmentations in 
place, in registration with the real world. The award allows the team 
to investigate and develop the use of augmented reality in the area of 
archeology and education. 
Alan Craig of I-CHASS and NCSA will work closely with co-PI Robert 
McGrath and senior scientist David Bock, both research scientists at 
NCSA. Professor Sophia Perdikaris, from the Department of Anthropology 
and Archaeology at Brooklyn College, City University of New York, as 
well as students from the Digital Media program at Parkland College in 
Champaign, Illinois, will also be collaborators on the project. 
Ubiquitous Learning book 
published 
"Ubiquitous Learning," edited by Bill 
Cope and Mary Kalantzis, includes several 
chapters authored by NCSA staffers or 
Longtime NCSA collaborators. Jim Myers 
and Robert McGrath authored a chapter 
on cyberenvironments. They and staffer 
Alan Craig co-authored a chapter on 
immersive online Learning environments 
with Institute for Advanced Computing 
Applications and Technologies researcher 
Guy Garnett, and former Faculty Fellow 
Steve Downie. Edee Norman Wiziecki was 
on the author team that penned a chapter 
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included former Faculty Fellow Sharon Tettegah. Eric Jakobsson authored 
a chapter on ubiquitous knowledge environments to integrate teaching, 
Learning, and research in the fields of biology and chemistry. Vernon 
Burton provided a chapter on the history of technology in Learning with 
co-authors James Onderdonk and Simon J. Appleford. Former Faculty 
Fellow Michael Twidale authored a chapter on ubiquitous computing and 
ubiquitous Learning. Former Faculty Fellow Caroline Haythornthwaite is 
the author of a chapter called "Participatory Transformations." The book 
was published by the University of Illinois Press and is available through 
most book retailers. 
Brown elected president 
The Great Lakes Consortium for Petascale 
Computation named Maxine Brown their 
board president at a meeting in May. Brown is 
associate director of the Electronic Visualization 
Lab at the University of Illinois at Chicago. 
Stan Ahalt, director of the University of North 
Carolina's Renaissance Computing Institute, was 
voted president-elect. William Punch, director of 
Michigan State's High Performance Computing 
Center, was elected secretary/treasurer. Immediate past presidentJohn 
Ziebarth, senior vice president and chief operating officer of the Krell 
Insititute, will continue to serve on the executive committee, as will 
Ross Martin Mehl and Marylyne Munas Mehl of Iowa State University, 
Steve Gordon of the Ohio Supercomputer Center, Tom Jones of the 
University of Minnesota, Joe Paris of Northwestern University, 
and Padma Raghavan of The Pennsylvania State University. More 
information about GLCPC can be found at: www.greatlakesconsortium. 
org. 
NCSA hosts data centers of 
future workshop 
More than 110 professionals from around the globe involved in 
building and operating data centers participated in a recent workshop 
hosted by NCSA. "Building the Data Center of the Future 2"ct Biennial 
Workshop: HPC Data Centers" was held June 23-24 at the I-Hotel 
and Conference Center in Champaign, Illinois. The first day focused 
on the future of extreme-scale computing, with talks by Michael 
Ellsworth of IBM and Shaun Harris of Microsoft, as well as an in-
depth Look into the design and building of the University of Illinois' 
National Petascale Computing Facility. Christina Page, director of 
Energy & Climate for Yahoo!, set the tone for the second day when 
she presented a variety of factors influencing data center design 
and presented energy-efficient designs, including some resembling 
chicken coops. View the complete program at http:/ /www.ncsa. 
i Lli noi s. ed u/Co nferen ces/DataCenter. 
Industry meets academia 
Twenty-one of the Fortune 100 companies participated in NCSA's 
Private Sector Program meeting in May 2010. Current trends in 
advanced computational modeling and simulation and how it can 
benefit industry were discussed, as well as the data management 
issues companies face. With the completion of the National 
Petascale Computing Facility and the promise of the future Blue 
Waters Supercomputer, there was a special emphasis on IBM POWER7 
computing for business and industry. The complete program can be 
viewed at www. ncsa. illi nois.edu/Conferences/2010Meeting/agenda. 
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·~•r.ttJUZfll11!.i;Jt::~).~·--t~~$:~-~-~$~ L EsS THAN TWO YEARS after breaking ground, the University of Illinois' National Petascale Computing Facility was completed and-ready for occupancy in June. The facility will be home for the Blue 
Waters sustained-petascale supercomputer when it comes online. 
The facility is a national asset, providing the infrastructure needed 
for NCSA's ..supercomputers and other hardware for decades to come. 
Other research centers and organizations may also run systems 
based there. 
--: 
The National Petascale Computing Facility's data center will have 
room for the Blue Waters supercomputer, an archive that will be as 
Large as 500 petabytes, other supercomputers, and the necessary 






e National Petascale 
C~~ puting Facility's 
electrical service is 
world class. Power usage 
effectiveness-determined 
by dividing the amount 
of power entering a data 
center by the amount of 
power being delivered to 
the computer infrastructure 
inside it-will be about 
1.1 to 1. 2. A typical data 
center rating is often 
between 1.4 to 2.0. 


